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Thickness
measurement
Analyzing
sample of ITO
100 nm of
nominal
thickness, was
made a false
color map.
Thickness has a circular distribution, with its greater
value at the center. Uniformity value (ratio of greatest
and lowest value of thickness) is about 0.9 ± 0.1.
Thus we obtained a very uniform deposition.

Sheet Resistance
Sheet resistance has been measured on both sides of
solar cells, showing very different values. This is due
to the n-nature of almost all TCOs, that creates a p-n
junction if contacted with p-type silicon, that forces
the electrons to move inside the TCO. The resistance
measured on back side is, for this reason, the real
one relative to the thin film properties. The
measures were conducted before and after
annealing. It’s visible a reduction of sheet resistance
on back side
after the thermal
process,
probably due to
annealing of
some defects.
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External
Quantum
Efficiency
This
measurement
was conducted
to verify the
conversion
efficiency of
solar cells. EQE
was measured
before and after
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BEST4U1 = ITO 100 nm 
BEST4U2 = ITO 130 nm
BEST4U3 = ITO  70 nm

thermal process, and, excluding 3SUN complete solar
cell, all the samples showed an improvement of
conversion efficiency, probably due to the annilation
of some defects at the TCO-Silicon interfaces, that
improves the collection of carriers.

Conclusions
This thesis focused on a strategical class of materials
whose employment in the daily life has enormously
increased in the past decade: transparent electrodes
or transparent conducting materials (TCM). Among
TCM, the most important ones still are TCO
(Transparent Conducting Oxides), made of high band
gap semiconductors (optically transparent) properly
doped with metals (to be electrically conductive).
Although alternative and innovative materials have
been proposed in the recent years (metal nanowires,
graphene and others) TCO still remain the most
suitable solution in all the industrial. Our preliminary
results show as the TCO deposited at room
temperature is highly resistive, needing a thermal
process to improve the electrical properties probably
due to structural defects partially annealed during a
thermal process. Many other experiments in terms of
growth, processing and characterization must be
performed to give insight to these materials and,
hopefully, this will be done in the next months, once
the research activity will be fully recovered.



Abstract
Transparent conductive materials (TCMs) have a key-
role in many technological applications. The
continuous request of improving optical and
electrical properties, and contemporary reduce the
pollution caused by these materials force research
into new materials, different from the largely used
Indium Tin Oxide (ITO, a particular transparent
conductive oxide), or alternatively to improve actual
ITO properties, in order to reduce its quantity in each
device. In this thesis, the main parameters that
describe the optical and electric characteristics of
TCMs are reported, with a particular focus on
Transparent Conductive Oxides (TCO). During the
experiments thin films of ITO were deposited on
Silicon solar cells provided by ENEL 3SUN in order to
perform optical and electrical measurements of an
almost complete solar cell (without busbars). A
complete characterization of a TCO sample would
have required spectrophotometry measurements
and Rutherford Backscattering Spectroscopy
measurements in order to obtain spectral and
stoichiometric information on the samples. These
measurements were not been done because of
Covid-19 emergency which did not allow entry to the
laboratories for a prolonged period.
In order to investigate further into the characteristics
of TCOs, many more growths and characterizations
are needed, which hopefully will be carried out next
month, as soon as full experimental operation is
restored.

Motivations
A lot of optoelectronics devices, such as LCD, smart
windows, OLED, LED, touchscreen and solar cells
require features such as transparence, flexibility, and
high conversion efficiency. Thus they require
transparent electric contacts. In last years, a lot of
material have been invented to satisfy these requests
The most used TCO in industrial application is Indium
Tin Oxides, whose good optical and electrical

properties are wrecked by the presence of Indium. 
This latter is a costly, toxic and pollutant material, so, it 
is mandatory to eliminate or reduce its presence in 
actual devices. Most of the research in this field is 
directed on different materials such as Aluminum Zinc 
Oxide, 2D materials and so on, that actually  suffer of 
many different issues. Until the research will not 
produce new materials it is necessary to improve the 
electrical feature of In based TCOs to have short term 
results.

Experimental techniques
Our samples have been
grown and characterized at
Physics and Astronomy
dept. Ettore Majorana of
Catania University. The
technique used to grow our samples is Physical Vapour
Deposition via Sputtering, that uses plasma for the
physical erosion of a target that we want to deposit.
The erosion is essential to transfer atoms from the
target to the substrate. The machine here used is a RF-
DC magnetron sputtering system.
To determine the
thickness of the
deposited thin
films was used
ellipsometry. This
technique exploits the polarization variations after
reflection of a light-beam to have information on the
refractive index of a thin film at different
wavelengths. Afterwards thickness is determined
analyzing the thin film spectral reflectance, whose
peak positions are related to the sample thickness.
Electrical characterization of the TCO samples were
performed using the four-point contact
measurement, that permitted to derive the samples
sheet sheet resistance. To analyze the energy
conversion efficiency of our samples, External
Quantum Efficiency (EQE) measurement have been
conducted. It consists of the measurement of a

photo-current induced by a light-beam at known
power and frequency.

Samples description
The sample we grown are ITO film deposited on
Silicon p-n junction solar cells, without TCO layers,
provided by 3SUN, plus a solar cell with industrial
deposited TCO to compare with our samples (d).
We have 3 samples different each-other in
thickness:
• BEST4U1: 100 nm (a)
• BEST4U2: 150 nm (b)
• BEST4U3: 70 nm (c)
Colors depends of the
interference of the light
in thin films with
different thickness.
The samples were analyzed as dep and after a
thermal process (200° C in air for 30 min) in order
to observe change in electrical properties.

Rate of deposition 0.08 𝑛𝑚/𝑠

Microwaves power 45𝑊

Initial pressure 3.2 ∗ 10$!𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑟

Working pressure 2.8 ∗ 10$"𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑟

Gas used 𝐴𝑟𝑔𝑜𝑛 (𝐴𝑟)

Pre-sputtering time 10 min


